TOWN OF GLASTONBURY

RPGL-2011-04 BP-120
Playscape for
Glastonbury East Hartford Elementary Magnet School
State No. 054-0095 MAG/N/PS PHASE 4

GLASTONBURY, CONNECTICUT

The attention of bidders submitting proposals for the above referenced project is called to the following Addendum to the specifications. The items set forth herein, whether of omission, additions, substitution or other change, are all to be included in and form a part of the proposed Contract Documents for the work. Bidders shall acknowledge this Addendum in the Bid Proposal by inserting its number on BP-1.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Q1. I wanted to clarify what was said about submitting equals to the LSI play equipment. Within the bid scope, the surfacing manufacturer is listed as Surface America and the equipment manufacturer is listed as Landscape Structures. It does not state that no equals or substitutions can be made nor does it explain that it will be accepted. Could you shed some light on this topic.

A1. Substitutions will not be considered.

Q2. Please clarify Ref #1: The diameters on the concrete footing schedule don’t all match with the footing details on Drawing L-6.2. For instance, the detail for the bobble rider shows an 18” diameter footing and Drawing L-4.0 shows a G-1 footing at the bobble rider which has a 14” diameter footing. I will assume the detail on L-6.2 is the correct size unless designer informs me otherwise.

A2. All footings and footing sizes should conform to the manufacturer’s specifications.

END OF ADDENDUM TEXT